Ascension Acceleration Healing Therapy

Module 1
This course is for those who wish to take that next step…..
The energy experienced through this particular healing modality has
been found to be of a very high frequency and of great benefit to those
seeking to enhance their life experience, their health and their use of
working with alternative energy systems. This new healing modality is
unique and has been channeled by Brenda Kelly, a healer and
professional astrologer for over 20 years.
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Module 1; introduces many new concepts and methods using channeled
symbols, visualization techniques, colour, Chakra and Planetary Chakra
cards, breathing techniques, planetary symbols and crystals.
All these methods, techniques and symbols are easy to grasp and utilize
in both personal and professional situations and provide a basis for more
the advanced work in Module 2. (There are 4 Modules in this modality)
*Course cost covers;
 2 full day workshop
 set of ACSS cards ($59.95 RRP)
 a comprehensive manual
 20 crystals.
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Astro-Chakra Synergy System®

Ascension Acceleration Healing Therapy
This healing modality, channeled by Brenda Kelly, is new, unique and can be learnt
by anyone who is looking for that next step towards self-empowerment. This
modality uses the planetary symbols, healing symbols, constellations, crystals,
vibrational essences, energy enhancement techniques, colour, treatment sessions
and a whole range of innovative techniques, which all have an extremely potent
effect.
There are 4 modules in the training ranging from beginner, intermediate to advanced
and teacher levels. Each module includes a comprehensive and easy to understand
user’s manual, which fully outlines, illustrates and explains each step and process of
this innovative therapy. All healing workshops are held in a sacred space with all
materials, comprehensive manuals and crystals included in the cost.
Within these 4 modules, the healing modality primarily consists of 5 main streams;


Symbols for healing, balancing and raising the vibrational frequency of the
physical body and its surrounding energy system.



Treatment Sessions; specific outlined methods, using tools such as crystals,
the Astro-Chakra Synergy System® Chakra and Planetary Chakra cards, sound,
colour etc, for a gentle therapeutic effect.



Energy Enhancement Techniques; consisting of various techniques
specifically channeled to promote a feeling of wellness and peace.



Energy Initiation Techniques; specialised techniques to vibrationally work
with to enhance & alter the energy field to a higher vibrational rate.



Aligning Techniques; to bring the physical body and surrounding energy
fields into alignment with the higher frequencies of planetary and star
systems.

“This channeled healing modality has a purity of energy associated with it. I have found that the
energy level this modality operates at is of an extremely high frequency and I personally have
experienced profound shifts within my physical body both during and after a treatment session. It’s
a system that can be greatly beneficial to people who are evolving and on their spiritual path who
are looking for ways to support and enhance their journey. This energy would greatly benefit
healers and those already involved with other healing modalities as it helps to raise a person’s
vibrational level or frequency to a higher, finer frequency.”
Lucy Lyne; Principal of ‘The Chiron College of Astrology and Healing’
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Module 1 is a 2 day workshop and covers the following;
Symbols
The symbols in this module are easy to learn and use. They cover a
variety of avenues all leading to perfecting balance and alignment within
both the physical body and the outer energetic bodies.
Healing Symbols
The channeled healing symbols are easy to use and learn, they access a
high vibration, taking the healing vibration to a deep level with their use
focused on healing specific aspects of the being.
Breathing Techniques
The breathing techniques outlined are easy to use and implement on a
daily basis, providing easy access to universal life force energy.
Energy Enhancement Exercises
These exercises use the techniques of visualization and energy ‘drawing’.
They allow the person to draw in and integrate more light into their
physical body for an outcome of enhanced energy and vitality.
Planetary Aligning Techniques
These specific methods outline ways to align the being to individual
planetary vibrations. They involve no prior knowledge of the planets or
their astrological meanings.
Treatment Sessions
The treatment sessions in Module 1 are focused on release, opening up
the energy channels, light integration and enhancing the energy of the
body. They also include special and easy planet focus layout methods.
Crystals for Module 1
Crystals are used extensively in this new healing modality. It is well
known that crystals have an innate healing/enhancing quality. Their use
within this new healing modality heightens the universal energetic flow.
A crystal kit is included in the cost of the course.
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*Cost:

$395 (includes 2 day course, ACSS set, crystals)
* A deposit of $100 is required at time of booking.

*When:

14th and 15th May – 9am start / 5pm stop

*Feedback from previous Module 1 course participants;
“Thanks for a great two days, it has been really wonderful, and I don’t
think I have ever enjoyed a course so much. It was nice to already know
and feel comfortable with everyone involved. That definitely made it a
more relaxed atmosphere to begin with. Those last two sessions of the
day in particular were really quite amazing, first the releasing one and
then the last one, I had angels all around me, and they were singing and
whispering about love.” Merlene
“Well what a fantastic 2 days it was, I just left on an absolute high. What
an incredible person you are to have channeled all of that material, it is
really mind-boggling!” Sheridan
“Thanks for a truly remarkable weekend. The energy of ACSS is
wonderful to work with. I am feeling really fantastic compared with
when I started the course. I feel balanced and not overwhelmed (like I
have any other time I have done a course)” Lucy
“Ahead of your time, you are!!! As people are starting to become more
in tune to the new energy around at the moment they are being led to
find places where the light is strongest and your work is one of those
places! Plus it is going to be far more effective for people who are
conscious of this new awareness.” Michele
*Feedback from Module 1 reviewer;
“Thanks Bren, it was a great 2 days. I can't believe how quickly the time
goes when you are doing the healing work or receiving it. It was really
good to refresh and come back to it again and realize how amazingly
powerful it really is. I actually did a healing the next day on a friend of
mine who does body work for people and she messaged me today to tell
me how powerfully it had affected her. So that was good feedback.”
Sheridan
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*Feedback from a client of Nicola Rule (ACSS AA HT – certified instructor);
"Today I had my first Ascension Healing from Nic. I struggle to find words for the
experience - so much of what happened does not fit into a two-dimensional sentence
- it really needs to be felt to be understood. Even though I knew with my intellect
that only Nic was in the room, my spirit was aware that the room was full of helpful
and special beings who were working by her side. I felt as if I was being 'tuned' - like
an old, neglected piano being brought back into harmony. During the healing I felt
deeply, deeply calm and yet still very aware of the changes occurring in all parts of
my being. I know that this healing will continue long after today and I feel that it
adds another huge dimension to the amazing bodywork that Nic does. Thank you."
Tracy Barnes, Caloundra

So book now for a euphoric life-changing 2 days!!!
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Astro-Chakra Synergy System®

Ascension Acceleration Healing Therapy
This unique healing therapy utilizes a very high frequency of healing
energy for clearing, balancing and aligning the subtle and physical bodies
which are all done through pure transmission of these higher level
frequencies. This energy elevates and aligns you through your Higher
Self to Source. This transmission of energy is interactive and in
conjunction with their Higher Self, ‘The Angels of Light’, ‘The
Brotherhood of Light’ and ‘The Galactic Federation’.
This advanced healing modality uses innovational and pure vibrational
techniques when accessing the energetic field of the client which, and
with most treatments given, negates the need to rely upon physical
touch for the transfer of energy. The healing and enhancing energy of
various crystals is also employed.
The benefits work exponentially, each treatment building upon the
previous one. Higher dimensional energies are accessed and these then
permeate and create an intensely calming, healing experience. Flow is
re-established, blockages may be released (from a cellular level as well
as etherically), and alignments occur between the subtle / physical
bodies, the Higher Self and the God-Self.
The healer acts as a facilitator creating a powerful and sacred ‘Healing
Chamber of Light’ to hold and deliver the very high vibrational
frequencies which ultimately enhance and shift the client towards
expanded Light, Healing and Consciousness. These frequency shifts
occur effortlessly through channels of heightened states of
consciousness and coordinated through inner intuitive guidance. The
client may feel uplifted and go into an altered state of consciousness the state between being awake and dreaming.
The more you experience these higher energetic vibrational frequencies,
the more this Light energy will stabilise within your energy fields thus
enabling you to hold more Light within your physical and subtle bodies.
The experience of this energy varies from person to person and also
treatment to treatment. This energy can’t really be described - it has to
be experienced.
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